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Abstract. This paper analyses the current service creation trends in telco and 
Web worlds, showing how they are converging towards a future Internet of user-
centric services embracing typical telco capabilities. The OPUCE platform is 
presented as the next step towards this integrated, user-centric future: a platform 
which offers intuitive tools for graphical service creation aimed at individuals 
with no specific skills in computer science or programming and a service-
oriented execution environment capable of a seamless interoperation of Web 
Services and telco applications based on operator-owned infrastructure. The 
OPUCE platform is compared to existing mashup creation tools to show its 
advantages and how is compared to existing mashup creation tools to show its 
advantages and how it could be used to implement a converged and open service 
marketplace for the Future Internet. 
Keywords: Service Creation, User-centric, Service Delivery Platform, Web 2.0. 
mashup, Web Service. 
1 Introduction 
The whole Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) world is facing a
revolution influenced mainly by the so called Web 2.0 [1], where users take
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their own experience in the Internet not only consuming contents, but also creating 
them. The Web 2.0 has reached the majority of the digital society, on every facet of the 
modern life. Its revolution is one of the most impacting paradigm shifts in the ICT 
history, and is called to be a key driver for the Future Internet challenges. 
The Web 2.0 is heading towards a global service ecosystem, and a good example is 
the mashup phenomenon, where small applications are built by coordinating remote 
Web services. In order to allow user-centric mash-up creation, some online tools 
already exist to allow easy and intuitive composition of Web services for early 
adopters, like Yahoo Pipes (http://pipes.yahoo.com), or general public, like Microsoft 
Popfly (http://www.popfly.com). Users can compose with these tools their own simple 
mash-ups, in some cases without requiring very high computer science and ICT skills. 
The vision of the Internet of Services is starting to become real thanks to these tools. In 
the nowadays Internet, users are able to provide their own content. In the future 
Internet, they will be able to provide their own services. 
Analyzing current telecommunications innovations and market trends, it is easy to 
realize that there is a clear approach to synergize with Information Technologies (IT) 
and their new user-centric Web 2.0 philosophies. A real convergence is starting to take 
place, allowing for the first time an easy development and management of value-added 
merged services by using Telco and IT infrastructures and technologies, but 
considering the social benefits brought by Web 2.0. This will foster new business 
models for an integrated market, evolving from the traditional walled-garden of the 
operators to the common open one seen in the Internet, with new business actors and a 
full revision of the former value chain. 
As such, the new Internet paradigms are being also adopted by key Telco players. 
This merger is lowering down barriers for SMEs and empowering users that will not 
need to deploy their own infrastructure to become Service Providers and share 
revenues. The goal is to empower the users, enrich their experience and satisfaction, 
and be able to face the increasing competence in the telco field posed by IT companies 
that are entering the communications market. 
In order to achieve a complete convergence, Telco companies need to complete two 
stages: first, offer their services through the internet, seamless integrated with existing 
information services. And second, to let end-users take control of their communication 
experience building their own communication services. This new landscape is 
sometimes referred as Telco 2.0. 
This paper presents how the telco world is moving towards this Telco 2.0 paradigm, 
opening their infrastructures, employing Web Services technologies to wrap their 
applications and allowing them to interact in the Internet, and replacing the old 
monolithic service creation approach by user-centric Service Creation Environments 
inspired in the existing Internet mashup editors. As a specific example, the OPUCE 
platform is presented: a prototype environment where end-users are able to create, 
share, manage, enjoy and consume their highly-personalized, converged Internet and 
Telco services. It offers intuitive graphical tools for service creation, lifecycle 
management and community support, and an open execution environment where 
telecommunication services can seamlessly interact with Internet-based Web Services. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the two trends that are giving 
birth to a converged, end-user driven Web of Services: the user-centric service creation 
in the Internet and the horizontal network of the telco operators which allows easy and 
open access to network functionalities. Section 3 presents the OPUCE platform, an 
environment to allow user-centric creation of converged services. Section 4 compares 
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the OPUCE platform with existing user-centric service creation in the Internet. And 
finally Section 5 exposes the conclusions. 
2 Current Trends 
2.1 User Centric Service Creation 
Web 2.0 is user-centric. Currently, the user is mostly assuming the role of content 
generator through Web sites like Youtube, Flickr or Wikipedia, but as the Web of 
services is approaching, end-users would eventually end in control of creation and 
management of their own services. And as specialized knowledge is required to 
perform these tasks, suitable automation tools should be developed to guide non-expert 
individuals. 
User-centric service creation is entering the Web in the form of Mashups, small Web 
applications made by the composition of two or more Web services. But it is still 
necessary to have specific knowledge in order to build them, and because of that, tools 
are required to let non-expert individuals jump into the mashup phenomenon. Two of 
the flagship enterprises of the ICT world, Yahoo! and Microsoft, have recently released 
their own Service Creation Environments (SCEs) for mashup composition: Yahoo! 
Pipes and Microsoft Popfly. These environments are tools in which the creation of 
services is made by graphically orchestrating a set of basic functionalities offered by 
the environment. Boxes representing these functionalities (operations implemented in 
the environment and remote services accessible through the Web) are dragged and 
dropped, and then inputs and outputs linked, so it is not necessary to write any kind of 
code to develop a new application.  
However, these environments for mashup creation are limited because only simple 
services involving basic IT capabilities can be built. In order to follow the convergence 
trends with communications, the next step is the integration with Telco 2.0, which 
probably requires true SOA implementation (unlike most current mashup creation 
environments) to allow proper interoperation [2]. 
Some initiatives, such as [3], have developed user-oriented creation/execution 
environments for converged ICT functionalities, but they basically fall short to be “true 
Web 2.0” because, first, they are heavily tied to a technology and thus hard to integrate 
with services out of the platform defined; and second they only offer tools for creation 
and execution, while service management implies a lot more processes like 
deployment, sharing, publishing or adaptation. A platform aimed at offering true user-
oriented service management has to offer automation tools to perform all this steps. 
2.2 Service Creation in Telecommunications 
Telco operators have been facing problems because for years their main sources of 
revenues have been pure transport services. The increasing number of competitors due 
to the liberalization of markets, the spreading perception of transport services as a 
commodity and the telco services offered by the Internet industry, are pushing 
operators to enter new markets in order not to live only on those pure transport 
services. 
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As such, operators are moving away from their old business models. They are taking 
advantage of the infrastructures they own by offering value-added services difficult to 
provide without control over the networks. 
The old vertical network infrastructure is depicted in Fig. 1 included an independent 
service stack for each access network. It presented some problems when used to deliver 
high-level services: it required independent implementations of the logic, deployment 
procedures and servers for each access network and service. The answer to these 
problems, the horizontal network [4] depicted in Fig. 2, abstracts the network 
capabilities by means of a middleware known as Network Services Layer used to 
virtualize the network resources underneath. In this approach only one implementation 
of the service logic is enough, because the new layer adapts it to the network elements 
implied. Additionally, access to network capabilities could be granted to external third 
parties, resulting in an “open service marketplace” [4]: third parties can provide 
services without the need of deploying their own networks, and the operator gets 
additional incomes from the usage of its networks and widens its service catalogue. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Vertical network scheme. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Integrated horizontal network. 
Several industrial solutions have been designed to implement the Network Services 
layer, mostly in the form of APIs (Application Programming Interfaces), such as JAIN 
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and Parlay [5] (which historically derives from the TINA effort). Additionally, 
innovative SOA approaches (such as Parlay X) are being designed in order to allow 
remote calling of network capabilities in the form of loosely coupled Web services. 
One of the most groundbreaking initiatives in this area is the Web21C SDK project of 
British Telecom [6]: Network capabilities of the BT infrastructure have been exposed 
in the form of Web Services, so Web applications are able to make use of them in 
exchange of a fee. 
The development of environments (an infrastructure plus a set of high level tools for 
service composition [7] on top of the Network Services layer) to allow fast and easy 
creation and management of services is a priority of the current ICT community. An 
example is the prominence given to this issue in the sixth Framework Program (FP6) of 
the European Commission, where several funded projects are pushing research in open 
and integrated network infrastructures. The Mobile Service Platform (MSP) cluster and 
projects such as SPICE (Service Platform for Innovative Communication 
Environment), SMS (Simple Mobile Services), LOMS (Local Mobile Services) or 
OPUCE, deal in one way or another with the development of this kind of open service 
platforms. 
3 OPUCE Platform for User-Centric Service Creation and 
Management 
FP6-34101 OPUCE (Open Platform for User-centric service Creation and Execution, 
http://www.opuce.eu) is an Integrated Project (IP) of the sixth Framework Programme 
of the European Commission inside the Information Society Technologies (IST) 
priority. 
 
Fig. 3. OPUCE service lifecycle. 
Its aim is to develop a Platform for service creation and management totally centred 
on end-users, so a non-expert individual could be completely in control of the lifecycle 
of a service. In the OPUCE context, this lifecycle has been defined to be comprised by 
the seven steps depicted in Fig. 3. All these stages are user-centric (controlled by the 
end-user, either assuming the service creator or service consumer role), except the first 
one, data gathering. It is performed by the operator because of obvious security and 
integrity reasons, and involves first the retrieval of information about users (their 
profile, preferences and context) to allow personalization of services and platform 
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experience, such as service recommendation; and second, the monitoring of all service 
lifecycle steps to retrieve usage history data. 
The approach taken to service creation is similar to the one employed in current 
user-driven mashup-creation tools in the Web, like Yahoo Pipes: The environment 
offers a palette of basic functionalities, such as “Retrieve Location” or “Make Call”, 
called Base Services in the OPUCE context, that creators should orchestrate defining a 
workflow. For instance, a creator could link a “receive e-mail” Base Service with a 
“send SMS” Base Service to form a composed service which sends an SMS to a given 
number whenever an email is received. 
The Platform is also designed to be accessible by third party service providers in 
order to implement innovative “open service marketplace” business models: the 
operator provides the infrastructure, third parties insert basic functionalities (Base 
Services), active service creators get minor revenues and consumers pay the former 
three for usage of services and networks. The role of these four actors is represented in 
Fig. 4.  
 
 
Fig. 4. Main actors in OPUCE and simplified architecture. 
Base Services are applications provided by the Platform or authorized third parties, 
wrapped as Web services following the OPUCE Base Service description model [8]. 
This allows them to be implemented in a variety of technologies, and then still be able 
to interact with the Platform execution environment. 
Each Base Service exposes a set of properties and actions, and fires a set of events. 
Composition is made by linking events with actions. For example, a base service could 
fire the event “When-SMS-is-received” and another one expose the action “Make-
video-call”. They could be linked to produce a service that automatically initiates a 
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video call whenever a SMS is received. Fig 5. shows an example of service 
composition in the OPUCE Service Creation Environment. 
Properties are used to configure Base Services and share information between them. 
The “Make-video-call” Base Service would have a property “callee” that could be 
configured to be always a fixed phone number, or instead retrieve it from the property 
“SMS-body” of the “When-SMS-is-received” Base Service. 
The output of the SCE is a service description [8], an XML document that stores all 
the information required by the platform about the new service: graphical layout in the 
SCE, semantics, service logic, etc.  
 
 
Fig. 5. OPUCE Service Creation Environment. 
The OPUCE Platform Service Execution Environment [9] is two-tier: the first layer 
is a BPEL orchestrator which coordinates the execution of Base Services, and the 
second layer a set of low level execution containers which run those Base Services. 
Whenever a service is started, a new instance is created inside the orchestrator, 
obtaining the BPEL script from the service logic repository. The orchestrator evaluates 
the script and invokes the appropriate base services in whichever execution 
environment they are located, forwarding user-related properties obtained from the 
OPUCE User Information Database, or creation time specified constants obtained from 
the service description. The events thrown by base services are captured by an event 
handler and forwarded to the orchestrator to determine the next action to invoke. 
Each Base Service is deployed in an appropriate execution container (JAIN SLEE, 
J2EE, .NET, etc.), but all of them expose standard Web Service interfaces. The logic 
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inside the Base Service can implement a network function, accessing the operator’s 
core infrastructure, or simply be a proxy for any external Web Service in the Internet. 
While these Web Services could be directly invoked by the orchestrator, the Base 
Service acting as a proxy performs security and accounting operations, relieving the 
external Web Service provider from these functions. 
When a third party develops a Base Service, the OPUCE Base Service Manager tool 
could be used to wrap it as an OPUCE Base Service and deploy it in the appropriate 
execution container. 
Additionally, the OPUCE platform offers a set of support tools: a Web Portal to act 
as a front-end towards end-users, a Service Lifecycle Manager [9] to automate difficult 
tasks such as service deployment, a Service Advertiser [8] to allow easy discovery of 
services and a User Information Manager to manage user profiles and context data. 
4 Value-Added Features of OPUCE Platform and Related Works 
User-driven mashup creation seems to be a very promising trend. Among other lesser 
options, three of the IT giants -Yahoo, Microsoft and Google- offer their own solutions 
in the form of Pipes, PopFly and GMashEd respectively. The OPUCE platform is based 
on the same principles than these tools, but applies them to the telco domain. The 
comparison of OPUCE against these tools could help to properly allocate it in the 
current user-driven mashup creation landscape. Table 1 compares the main 
characteristics of these four tools. 
The very first identity sign of OPUCE, and its main advantage over existing mashup 
editors, is that it offers communication capabilities to be added to the created services. 
OPUCE could be used to create applications involving phone calls, multiconferences, 
SMS sending, etc. Additionally, as OPUCE is telco-driven, the great amount of 
information the operator keeps about the user (location, accounting, presence, etc.) 
could be employed to build context-aware highly-personalized services, while IT-
driven tools can offer typical but limited Web 2.0 personalization (i.e.: through login). 
Traditionally, telco applications have followed an asynchronous approach and IT 
applications a synchronous one. The OPUCE composition model is asynchronous to 
allow interaction with communication services, and at the same time integration with 
synchronous applications is granted by the platform middleware. 
OPUCE services interact and are implemented with standard Web Services 
technology. This means that any other application in the Internet wrapped as a Web 
Service could be easily plugged into OPUCE. While current mashups usually employ 
other light-weight technologies, it seems that for professional applications true Web 
Service based SOA is the most suitable option [2] [10] [11] [12] because of a greater 
robustness and versatility, and that is the reason behind the choice of SOAP over the 
light-weight RSS used by other mashup editors for data exchange. If mashups end 
leaving the domestic domain towards a professional use, OPUCE is in a better position 
to fulfill the requirements of enterprises.  
Finally, OPUCE is oriented towards building a viable market solution for the 
integration of communications in the Web, and as such it represents a step further in 
the migration of operators’ business towards value-added converged services. Because 
of that, specific marketing systems such as billing support, advanced advertising or 
tools for third party service providers are included. 
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Table 1. Comparison between OPUCE and other mashup creation tools. 
 
5 Conclusions 
After analyzing the current trends in the IT and telco worlds, it seems clear that the 
future Internet will be an Internet of converged services where end-users will be able to 
create their own integrated services packing information and communication 
capabilities. The Web and telco operators are moving towards an integration that will 
eventually result in an open service marketplace involving all actors. 
After the OPUCE project is finished, the prototype OPUCE Platform could be 
considered to be at an alpha stage, fully operational but not tested to support high 
numbers of users. Although some open tests have been conducted in conjuction with 
OMF (Open Móvil Forum) where small amounts of independent prosumers have 
participated in web-based mashup creation contests, the platform is still not ready to be 
deployed as a commercial product. 
However, the OPUCE platform packs several important advances towards the future 
integrated, user-centric Internet. It offers tools to completely automate all stages of the 
service lifecycle in order to allow non-expert end-users to create, manage and execute 
services without requiring any specific knowledge. It brings the concept of Web 2.0 
user-driven mashup creation to the telco world, also applying SOA technologies in 
order to promote a future global converged Web of ICT services and allow 
heterogeneous coexistence of different technologies. And it also promotes the 
implementation of new “open service marketplace” business models, allowing external 
third parties to use the OPUCE Platform to provide additional functionalities by paying 
the operator accordingly. 
Therefore, OPUCE could be considered as a step forward towards the integration of 
IT and telco worlds, offering an environment where both worlds can interoperate 
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seamlessly embracing the latest Web 2.0 user-centric trends. It offers relevant technical 
answers to key questions such as the interoperation of heterogeneous telco resources, 
how to provide an intuitive environment to let non-experts build services on their own 
or how to automate difficult tasks such as deployment and service management. 
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